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( ( T f we wish to consider the Tistanxent of Clare authentic, its mention ofI b 
I the priailegiun', paupertarri received from Innocent III becomes

Icrucial. B,ri ,o one has noticed that this line of reasoning is vitiated

by the fact that Innocent III's privilege must be proven to have been granted

by that pope: one hypothesis cannot be based on another hypothesis."'

These words, spoken by Ovidio Capitani on one of the "Days of
Observance" held in Bologna in May 1994,lead directly to the heart of the
problem, which Maleczek has had the courage to tackle.'

'O. Capitani, "Chiara per Francesco," in Chiara d'Assisi: un m.essaggio antico

(l 194) per un'erediti. moderna (1994). Studies on the occasion of the "Giornate

dell'Osservanza" (Bologna, 21-22 May 1994) (= Zenit. Quaderni, 1994),47-52 ($e
quotation is on p. 49). See also the remarks by F. Accrocca, "Nodi problematici delle

fonti francescane. A proposito di due recenti edizioni," in CF 66 (1996) 593-94,

[Trans. E. Hagman, "Some Knotq, Problems in the Franciscan Sources," Greyfriars

Reaiew ll (1997) 143-83.] especially: "Therefore I believe that discussion of the

Testam.ent will need to focus not so much on arguments based on external criticism

(which has left the discussion largely polarized thus far), but will need to favor the

criteria of internal analysis."

'W. Malecrek, 'Das Privilegium Paupertatis" Innocenz' III. Und das

Testament der Klara von Assisi. Iiberlegungen zur Frage ihrer Echtheit," in CF 65

(L995) 5-82i the study later appeared separately: Rome 1995 (Bibliotheca seraphico-

105
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As the Italian translator Maleczek's article, I have been asked to give
the essential points of his research and the conclusions he has reached. I
shall do that now.

Starting from certain formal defects noticed in the so-called
priailegiuru paapertatis, the author has carefully analyzed the document with
respect to the formula used by the chancery at the time of Innocent III. The
fact that Maleczek's interests and abilities lie mosdy in the area of
diplomary' has no doubt enabled him to approach the problem free of the
prejudices that have influenced and still influence the study of Franciscan
beginnings (the experience of Francis and the fraternity).*

An examination of the text of the document, supposedly from
Innocent III, leads Maleczek to note its inconsistencies with the papal
chancery's formula for solemn privileges used at the time of Innocent III.
Comparing the so-called privilege with the certainly authentic text Sicut
rtanifestum er, (the privilege granted by Gregory IX to San Damiano in
September 1288, and to Monteluce in Perugia inJune 1229),he finds "only
one major difference." It is the sentence that begins with the words, "And if
any woman...," which states that those who do not wish to follow the style of
life of the community should be transferred to another place.' This sentence
is an interpolation and is absolutely contrary to the teaching of canonists on

capuccina, 47); Trans. C. Rosen and D. Nothwehr, "Questions About the
Authenticity of the Privilege of Poverty of Innocent III and of the Testament of
Clare of Assisi," Greffiars Reoiew lZ:Stp (1998) l-80.

'I mention only'the important edition of the registers of Innocent III,
which for over thirty years has been directed by the Akademie der Wissenschaften of
Vienna together with the Austrian Historical Institute of Rome, and on which
Maleczek is working.

tOn the origins of dre "Franciscan Question," which is linked to the work
of Paul Sabatier, and its successive complications until the "magic circle" of the late

Manselli (or "vicious circle" as Jacques Dalarun describes it), see Dalarrn, La
m.alaaaentura di Francesco d,'Assisi, Milan 1996, 15 -39 .

tThe formula used to resolve similar possibilities, as given in the Rule of
Innocent IV for the Order of San Damiano (chap. 8), provides an interesting
comparison: "Si vero noluerit [t!re sister admonished and exhorted by the visitator]
vel contempserit emendare, a monasterio per eundem [visiatorem] removeatur
omnino" ["But if she does not wish to emend her \^rays or spurns t]re warning, let her
be removed altogetlrer from the monastery by the same visitator.") (Escritos,256),
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the transfer (transitus) of religious. This teaching had developed
considerably since the end of the twelfth century and was accepted in papal

documents from the time of Alexander III.

Maleczek next examines the history of Clare and her community in
the context of papal initiatives in favor of the "women's religious
movement" prior to 1230. Again he wishes to determine whether such a

privilege was compatible with events in the monastery of San Damiano in
1215-16 (the date historians have tried to assign to the so-called privilege of
Innocent). His study confirms his belief that there was no reason to request

such a papal document prior to the pontificate of Gregory IX.

Since Innocent's privilege is mentioned in sources that are quite
important for the story of Clare, Maleczek begins by examining chapters 14

and 40 of the Legend of St. Clare.In chapter 14, the hagiographer (Thomas

of Celano?) wishes to show Clare's tenacity in pursuing the virtue of
poverty. He tells how she asked Innocent III for a special privilege and how
the Pope supposedly wrote the first draft himself. In chapter 20, speaking of
Clare's long illness, the biographer describes her as begging the Cardinal of
Ostia, who had come to visit her, to have the priailegiurn paupertatis solemnly
confirmed. After close examination of these passages and the historians who
have studied them, Maleczek concludes that Thomas of Celano is speaking

in general terms when he refers to papal documents. Thus the Legend does

not prove the existence of a priuilegiunl paupertatis going back to Innocent
III; it cannot be considered a reliable witness.

At this point the only thing left for the author is to examine the
other important source: the Testaruent of Clare. There it is explicitly stated

that the saint had obtained from Innocent III a privilege guaranteeing her
the right to observe absolute poverty. Apparendy she was careful to request

confirmation of this act from subsequent pontiffs.o The Testament is not
cited in any thirteenth-century source; we know it only from the edition of
Luke Wadding (1628), who claimed he had taken it "from an ancient
memorial." It caused a heated debate among historians at the end of the last

century. Eduard Lempp violently rejected its authenticity while Leonard

oTestCl, 42-43 (Fontes 2315): "Moreover, for greater security, I took care to

have our profession of the most holy poverty that we promised our father

strengthened with privileges by the Lord Pope Innocent, during whose pontificate

we had our beginning, and by his other successors, that we would never nor in any

way turn away from her."
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Lemmens provided an effective counterattack. At the beginning of this
century Walter Goetz and Edmund Wauer were inclined to consider the
text much less "suspect." The situation took a decisive turn in favor of the
Testament's authenticity in the 1920s, thanks to the work of Paul Sabatier,

which was later borne out by the ri:appearance, in the 1950s, of other
manuscripts containing the disputed text. fu a result, later historians were

generally inclined to accept its authenticity. Maleczek looks at all aspects of
the problem. He begins by carefully examining the manuscripts that contain
both the Testament and the privilege (three mss) as well as those that
contain only the Testament (rwo mss) and, finally, those that contain only
the privilege (rwo other mss.). Nor does he ignore the vernacular versions of
the two texts. The manuscripts do not go back beyond the middle of the
fifteenth century and were apparently written in the monasteries of Santa

Lucia in Foligno (reformed in 1424) and Monteluce in Perugia, where the
Observance was introduced in 1448 by nuns from Foligno. After analyzing
the Testament's content and style in relation to the other writings of Clare,

the author finds reasons for dating Clare's alleged last wishes to around the
middle of the fifteenth century. Its urgent appeal to observe povertfr
constantly repeated, seems to reflect the basic concerns of the Observant
reform.

The author tries to identifi, the reasons that might have made such

falsification necessary, the place where someone might have been able to do

this, and the time when the document might have been written. Thanks to
studies of the Observance, especially those that take into account the literary
production of the Perugia houses (Monteripido and Monteluce), we can see

not only that many nuns were well educated, but also that they were most

interested in the writings of Clare. In particular, they wanted to return to
observance of the Rule of Clare, which had not been very widespread even

in the thirteenth century. In fact, by 1263 it had fallen into disuse in favor of
the Rule written by Urban fV for the emerging Order of St. Clare. But the

nuns who had come under the direction of the Observants and who

themselves wished to return to their origins, wanted to return to the text of
Clare. For this reason they were trylng to recover the Rule, the original of
which had been lost (in fact, it was not found until 1893). This explains their
interest in the history of the Order, an interest that expressed itself in the

writing of Chronicles devoted to the story of the new beginnings, in other

words, the story of the reformed convents. What is more, the original copy

of the priailegium paupertarls, addressed in June 1229 to the nuns in Perugia,

was found in Monteluce.
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In this context Maleczek can give the probable reason behind the
interpolation, "Aod if any woman...," found in the privilege attributed to
Innocent III. The use of a document going back to Pope Innocent would
have given the nuns an important justification, an even more convincing
basis for authorizing those who did not intend to follow the reform to
transfer to other monasteries.T

These are the main points of Werner Maleczek's research.

In the second part of my paper I wish to speak about some moments
in the history of the institute that goes back to Clare in one way or another,
and from her directly to Francis. I will offer some observations centered
especially on what I believe to be a crucial year for the story of Clare and
San Damiano: 1228. It is during this year that a clear break occurs, not in
1215-16 as historians have generally suggested. It marts a turning point in
the story of the religious community of San Damiano, which at the time was
under the authority of the bishop. This conclusion had already been pointed
out by Capitani,' and Werner Maleczek's investigation lets us corroborate it
further. The turning point can be viewed from different perspectives.

1. First of all, from the viewpoint of the attitude'of ecclesiastical
authority, especially the Roman Curia.

Francis had been dead for only a few months when, on 19 March
1227, Crdinal Hugolino was elected pope and took the name Gregory IX.
It was a decisive event for the future of women's monasticism. Innocent III
had already decided to carry out a reform in this area, starting with the
religious living in Rome. There, at San Sisto, he planned to establish a

uniuersale cenobium. The new foundation would be characterized by strict
enclosure and direct dependence on the Pope. fu we know, Innocent III was
unable to complete the project. This was done by Honorius III, who
entrusted the care of the Roman cenobiuru to Dominic of Caleruega and his
friars.'

'Maleczek, "Questions about the Authenticity" 79-80.

*Capitani, 
Chiara per Francesco,50: "The priailegium. paupertatis of Gregory

IX is indisputably authentic. Hence, its date of 1228 has historical significance. For
Francis had already been dead for two years and could no longer be an

insurmountable obstacle, even fo{ a Pope. Also, Francis was canonized by the bull
Mira circa nos onJ:oly 19,1228, exacdy sixty days before the Prioilgeium Paupertatis."

"M. Maccarrone, Stadi su Innocenzo III (Italia sacra. Studi e documenti di
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As papal legate in central and northern Italy in L2l7 (ust a year
before Innocent's death), Hugolino was able to gain first-hand knowledge of
the juridically precarious situation of many communities that might be
described as semi-religious. This was especially true in Umbria and
Tuscany, since new experiments already existed elsewhere. These offered
women "renewed" forms of religious life that were papally recognized:
Humiliati, Canons of San Marco, Albi. Consequendy, before he left for a

new legation in the same regions in 1218, Hugolino obtained authorization
from Honorius III ( Linerae tuae nobis) to establish monasteries directly
subject to the Roman Church, even outside the diocese of Rome. The
cardinal, who was on his way back to Rome by July 1219, addressed
documents-all of which begin with the words Prudenti oirginibus-to the
monasteries that formed the nucleus from which the later Order began
(Lucca, Siena, Perugia and Florence)."'In establishing the new communities,
Hugolino had written his own forrna aitae, explicitly mentioned in the
documents along with the Rule of St. Benedict (an essential element for
defining membership in an Ordo, as Lateran IV had decreed)." We do not
know what this forvnuk aitae was, although it certainly must have been the
basis of the one sent by Hugolino to a Spanish monastery in Pamplona in
1228." But in the case of Monticelli, as Roberto Rusconi has pointed out,
the Ordo dominaruru Sancte Marie de Sancto Dantiano dc Assisio replaced
Hugolino's for' a aitae. It was referred to as an alternative to the plan

storia ecclesiastica, I 7), Padta 197 2, 27 2-7 8.

"'For events related to the beginnings of what would regularly be called the

Order of San Damiano from the 1230s on, may I refer to my own Chiara e il-Papato,

Milan 1995 (Aleph, 3),38-43; [For an earlier version of this work see: "'Nequaquam
a Christi Sequela in perpetuum absolvi desidero.' Chiara tra carisma e istituzione,"
Chiara d'Assisi e la m,emoria di Francesco Petruzzi Editore, 1995,41-65. Trans. N.
Celaschi, "'Nequoquam a Christi sequela in perpetuum absolvi desidero': Clare
between Charism and Institution" Greyfriars Reaiew l2:S:up (1998) 81-1211 Eadem,

"Chiara di fusisi e il francescanesimo femminile," in Francesco d'Assisi e il primo secolo

di storia francescana @lblioteca Einaudi, 1), Turin 1997,208-13.

"BF I, 10-11; 12 and 14 "Nevertheless we decree that the form of your life

["formulam..vitae vestrae"], whiqh you humbly received from us, with the Rule of St.

Benedict, remain perpetually intact."

"Escritos,2l7 -32.
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Hugolino had just drawn up." Although the cardinal had agreed to allow the
monastery of Monticelli to adopt the obser-uantiae regulares of San Damiano,
his thoughts about such an exception must have been quite negative. We
need only think ahead to May 1238 and Angelis gaudiuru, addressed to Agnes
of Bohemia. In it he gives his reasons for prohibiting the monastery in
Prague from following the flnne aitae which Clare steadfastly attributed to
Francis.'o The presence of various forruulae aitae within what should have
been a single religio could only be seen as a source of the "grave confusion"
that the thirteenth constitution of Lateran fV had tried to prevent." An
important indication of Hugolino's intentions-and those of Honorius III as

well-can be had from the formula drawn up by the cardinal's chancery to
facilitate the establishment of new monasteries directly subject to Rome. It is
preserved in what remains of Hugolino's legation of 1221.It ordained that
the newly established communities would follow "the forma aitae or the
religion of the Poor Ladies of either the Spoleto Valley or Tuscany, given to
the same sisters by authority of the Lord Pope through the venerable Lord
Hugo, bishop of Ostia."'u The monasteries of Siena, Lucca and Perugia were
mentioned as models for the new foundations. Florence, which originally
leaned toward San Damiano, was carefully excluded.

2. In the second part, let us examine the involvement of the Order
of Friars Minor in the process that, for the sisters of San Damiano, came to
a head in 1228. These events were closely related. The Pope's plan began to

"R. Rusconi, "L'espansione del francescanesimo femminile nel secolo
XIII," in Moztimento religioso fem.minile e francescaneim.o nel secolo X111 (Convegni della
Societi internazionale di studi francescani, 7), Assisi 1980, 278-79 [Trans. E.
Hagman, "The Spread of the Women's Franciscanism in the Thirteenth Century,"
Greyfriars Reoeiw 12 (1998) 35-75]; see also L. Pellegrini, "Le pauperes dominae nel
contesto dei movimenti italiani del secolo XIII," in Cbiara e il Secondo Ord.ine. Il
fenomeno francescano nel Salento, ed. B. Betere - G. Andenna, Galatina 1997 ,7 5-80.

"BF I,2+2-44; an Italian translation of this text is now available in S. Chiara
d'Assisi, Scritti e documenti, ed. G.G. Zoppetti - M. Bartoli, Assisi-Padua-Vicenza
1994, 414-16; see also the analysis by A. Marini, "Chiara e Agnese di Beomia," in
Cbiara e la dffiione delle Clarisse, Galatina 1997, which is still in the process of being
printed.

"See Maccarr one, Studi-su Innocenzo IlI,3O7 -27 .

'uG. Levi, Registri dei cardinali Ugolino d'Ostia e Onaaiano degli Ubaldini
(Fonti per la storia d'Italia, 8), Rome I 890, I 5I -54.
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take definite shape at a time when the Franciscan Order was experiencing a
profound crisis and when Hugolino himself became its "lord, protector and
corrrector," as Francis describes him in his Testament."

Only after his document issued to Monticelli (27 JuJy l2l9) does
the cardinal seem to show a certain interest in San Damiano. At the time
Clare and her litde community were still living in a strict symbiotic
relationship with Francis's fraternity. One clear sign of this institutional
reality was the fact that Clare and her sister Agnes lived at San Damiano,
which, even after 1212, continued to be a Franciscan "place." In this regard
we may imagine that the famous slrnres rninores mentioned by Jacques de

Vitry were in fact women's communities located next to communities of
men. One of these was San Damiano. Such communities flourished and

lasted longer than historians have believed. Recall the extreme efforts by the
popes to persuade them to give up their "suspicious" community with the
friars, especially between l24l and 1255. Significandy, this was only after
Brother Elias had been deposed. Yet such communities continued to exist
until the middle of the thirteenth century by establishing links with the
Holy See. They were independent of the Ordo slrlram pauperarn-as Clare
in her Rule describes San Damiano and the (few) other monasteries
associated with her-as well as of the Ordo Sanxi Damiani-as the
monasteries of Hugolino came to be called in the 1230s."

Let us suppose that, until 1219, Clare and her companions at San

Damiano led a "minoritic" life, more stable, of course, than that of the friars,
but considering themselves part of the same fraternity. In that case she

would not need to appeal on ber lwn to the Roman Curia for a privilege,
since she was bound by the same statute as the Friars Minor (and we know
how suspicious Francis was of friars'requests for papal documents)." Thants
to the same friars, Clare's community probably became known outside the
region of fusisi and Perugia. (Let us not forget that in 1217 Francis himself
was in Florence-Monticelli is located near Florence-where he is said to

"Fontes,231: "Qui est dominus, protector etcorrrector totius fraternitatis."

"The problem is now discussed by Alberzoni, "Chiara di Assisi," 222-25 .

'nFontes, 230 "I stricdy command all the brothers t}rough obedience,

wherever they may be, not to dare to ask any letter from the Roman Curia, either
personally or through an intermediary, whether for a church or another place."
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have met with Hugolino.)'" Only when her community threatened to upset
his plan for the reorganization of women's monasticism did Hugolino
decide to take a personal interest in it. He spent some time at San Damiano
around Easter 1220, while Francis was in the East.2'

It is precisely during Francis's absence that important evidence
appears of Hugolino's aftempt to link the Friars Minor to the monasteries
that had arisen through his initiative, thus assuring them the tecessary cura
rnonialiunt.. Such a context also seems to explain the much-exaggerated
dispute between Francis and Philip the Long." Jordan of Giano, speaking of
the difficulties that caused Francis to return to Italy from the East, says that
the whole Order was disturbed because Francis, before his deparnrre, had
entrusted the care of the Poor Ladies to Brother Philip. But the brother,
"who was over-zealous for the Poor Ladies, contrary to the will of blessed
Francis who wanted to conquer all things through humility rather than by
the force of legal judgments, sought letters from the Apostolic See. By these
letters he wished to defend the Ladies and excommunicate their
disturbers."" A careful reading of the episode reveals an attempt by
Hugolino to entrust the care of his monasteries to the same Philip to whom
Francis had entrusted Clare's community during his stay in the East. In this
context, Hugolino's visit to San Damiano around Easter 1220 becomes even
more significant. Jordan says that Francis returned from the East, alarmed to
hear what had happened in the administration of what could still be

'"E. P6sztor, "S. Francesco e il cardinale Ugolino nella "questione
francescana," in CF 46 (1976), especially 210-17. Trans. P. Colbourne, "St. Francis,
Cardinal Hugolino, and tl-re 'Franciscan Question'," Greyfriars Reaiew | (1987) l-29.

"K. Esser, "Die Briefe Gregors IX. An die hl. Klara von Assisi," in
Franziskanische Studien 35 (1953) 277-83.

"The problem has been brought to light by Rusconi, "L'espansione," 280-
8l; see also the remarks byA. Benvenuti, "La fortuna del movimento damianita in
Italia (sec. XIII): propositi per un censimento da fare," in Chiara di Assisi (Atti dei

Convegni della Societi internazionale di studi francescani e del Centro
interuniversitario di studi francescani. N.s., 3), Spoleto 1993, 60-63 .

"Fratris Iordani a Jano Chronica, in AF, I, Ad Claras Aquas (Quaracchi)
1885, l5; the Italian translation is in FF 2135.
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considered the women's branch of the Order." He immediately relieved
Philip of his duties.

Here it is legitimate to ask whether Philip's removal had to do with
duties he may have assumed (or been forced to assume) with respect to
Hugolino's nuns rather than to those attached to the Minorite community.
In that case the dispute would not have been between Philip and Francis,
but between Hugolino and Francis." Let us continue withJordan's account.
Upon his return from the East, Francis went to Honorius III and asked him
for a "pope" for his Order. Once Hugolino had been named cardinal
protector, Francis explained to him the reasons for his disturbance, and the
cardinal revoked Brother Philip's letters. Thus it was Hugolino who had
entrusted Philip with the care of the monasteries directly subject to the Holy
See. It was not entirely unheard-of for such monasteries to be granted
documents of papal protection, the very ones that supposedly aroused
Francis's reaction.

Therefore if Francis removed Philip, he removed him from the care
of Hugolino's monasteries (that is, those bound to Hugolino). This seems
more an act in defense of his faithful companion, who perhaps could not
argue with the cardinal's requests. In fact, Francis's opposition to F{uglino's
plan would have forced the cardinal to assign the care of "his" monasteries

'oHere the suggestions made by Giovanni Miccoli with regard to the Letter
to the Faithful are quite intriguing. The author proposes dating the first edition of
this text to the first years of the Franciscan fraternity. He bases this on a sound
internal criterion: "The fact that the proposal speaks of 'men and women'who share,

according to all the evidence, a religious choice which is the same as that of Francis,
would lead one to imagine a still very fluid and ill-defined situation within the
fraternity, a situation that has left a few traces in other sources"(G. Miccoli, "Gli
scritti di Francesco," in Francesco d'Asisi e il prim.o secolo d.i storia francescana, 53); see

also Alberzoni, "Chiara di Assisi," 2 l0- 1 I .

"This would not be the first such episode to be noted. Commenting on
Hugolino's prohibition to Francis from going to France, during the meeting
between the two in Florence, Pisztor notes: "Here is the explanation for the aborted
journey to France that interested the editor fof the Legend of Perugial This is a defeat
for Francis.... In reality, the conclusion of the episode not only demonstrates a

certain authority which the cardinal exercised over Francis's movements...but it also

indicates that Hugolino preverited Francis from realizing a project which he

Brancis] considered to have been the will of God" (P6sztor, "S. Francesco e il
cardinale Ugolino," 2 l4).
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to one of his chaplains, the Cistercian Ambrose. The latter would have had
no authority over San Damiano or over the other communities that
continued to regard themselves as part of the Franciscan fraternity.'o In time
the increasing number of monasteries directly subject to Rome emphasized
the need for more involvement by the friars, since the task was becoming
too much for Ambrose alone.

The testimony of Thomas of Pavia also becomes important when
seen this institutional context.2'Thomas says that Francis never authorized
"the establishment of other monasteries, although some arose during his
lifetime through the intervention of others." Moreover, the saint \Mas so

upset when he learned that the religious were being called sisters" that he
was led to exclaim: "The Lord has taken away our wives, but the devil is
providing us with sisters." The account goes on to say that Cardinal
Hugolino, bishop of Ostia, who was protector of the Order of Friars Minor
at the time, cherished a great affection for these sisters. Once, when he was
taking leave of St. Francis, he said to him: "I entrust those ladies to you."
Francis ioyfully replied: "Floly Father, from now on let them not be called
lesser sisters, but, as you have just said, Ladies."" Note the sudden
appearance of Hugolino, as if by logical connection with the word
t'monasteries.""' Indeed, from this late source it seems we can surmise

'tlhe problem is tackled by L. Oliger, "De origine regularum Ordinis S.

Clarae," it AFH 5 (1912) 417 -21. The careful analysis by L. Zarncke, Der Anteil d.es

Kardinals Ugolino an der Ausbildung der d.rei Orden des heiligen Franz, Leipzig ard
Berlin 1930 (Beitriige zur Kulturgeschichte des Mittelalters und der Renaissance,

42),7L-75, emphasizes the presence of both Ambrose and Philip as visitators, but
with distinct areas of competence. Along with later historians, she righdy attributes
to the Spirituals the attempt to place the two appointrnents in chronological
succession. This explanation of the facts presupposes the condemnation of Philip's
betrayal of trust.

"For dris testimony see Benvenuti, "La fortuna del movimento," 59-60.

"This name is first attested in the well-known letter of Jacques de Vitry
written in 1216: Lettres de Jacques de Viny (1160/1170 - 1240) 1aAque de Saint-Jean-d'-

Acre, Criacal edition by R.B.C. Huygens, Leiden 1960,7 5.

"The Latin text is given by Oliger, "De origine reg'ularum," 418-19.

""'Et cum intellexisset- [Francis] quod mulieres congregate in dictis
monasteriis dicebantur sorores, vehementer turbatus, fertus dixisse: 'Dominus a

nobis uxores abstulit, dyabolus autem nobis procurat sorores.' Dominus Ugolinus
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Hugolino's attempt to entrust the cura rnonialium direcdy to Francis or his
Order while he was alive, or, at any rate, to give a single institutional form to
the sisters and the ladies. But the situation becomes even clearer in the next
part of the account: "Not long after this, Brother Ambrose of the Order of
Cistercians died [but Ambrose is still attested to in 1228]. He was a

penitentiary, and Cardinal Hugolino had entrusted to him the care of the
above monasteries, except for the monastery of St. Clare. Then Brother
Philip the Long saw to it that these monasteries were entrusted to him and
that he was granted authority by the Supreme Pontiff to appoint Friars
Minor for their service according to his good pleasure."" Thus we can
imagine that during Francis's lifetime there were disputes with the curia
following its (successful) attempts to entrust the care of Hugolino's
monasteries to the friars. Later it seemed preferable to present these as

disputes within the Order and to identifiz Philip as the guilty parg/, so as not
to emphasize the strong disagreement between Francis and Cardinal
Hugolino on this point.

fu long as Francis was alive, Honorius III did not think he should
intervene with respect to the Friars Minor. Instead he turned to the
Dominicans to obtain help for the nuns of San Sisto." After Francis's death
and the ascent of Hugolino-Gregory IX to the papal throne (all within about
five-months), the situation changed drastically. In his new position Gregory
IX could easily lay the care of his monasteries on the friars, as is clearly
attested in Quoties cordis, 14 December 1227." To do this, the Pope must

episcopus Flostiensis, qui erat protector Ordinis Minorum, ipsas sorores magna

affectione fovebat" (Oliger, "De origine regularum," 419).

"Iril. "Non multum post hoc mortuus est fr. Ambrosius de Ordine
Cistersiensium penitentiarius, cui dictus dominus Ugolinus curam predictorum
monasteriorum commiseratr preter quam monasterii sancte Clare. Tunc fr. Philippus
Longus procuravit sibi commicti monasteria supradicta, auctoritatem habere a

summo Pontifice, ut in eorum obsequia secundum arbitrium suum fratres deputaret
Minores."

"See n. 9, above, and the corresponding text. The unioersale eenobium,,

which was Innocent III's idea, took the name San Sisto from the church near which
it was built.

"BF I, J6; see Rusconi, "L'espansione," 285-86, which also indicates the
necessary correction in the date given in BF.
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have had the consent of the leadership of the Order, especially the minister

generalJohn Parenti, to whom Quoties cordis was addressed'

3. At this point the Pope's action also involved Clare and her

community. Gregory IX's plan was to unite the snrlres ruinores with the nuns

of the Orier he ilad founded. In this way his request to the whole Order of

Friars Minor would be based on more than just law, and the communities of

svrvres minorumwould at last have a regular form of life' Given such a plan'

it was particularly important to obtain the consent of Clare, who thus far

was th; legitimatl heir of women's Franciscanism'" Taking advantage of his

stay in fuIiri, where he solemnly canonized Francis inJuly 1228, the Pope'

^ccomp"nied 
by Cardinal Raynaldus, went to San Damiano to discuss the

question with Clare directly. The main point of the Pope's request was to

invite Clare and her sisiers to place themselves direcdy under the

jurisdiction of Rome and thus become exempt from the authority of the

tirhop of fusisi. Such a choice would involve a major change in the

ch"r".te. of San Damiano, first of all with respect to the strict enclosure

observed by Hugolino's nuns, who were now described as Pauperes incluse or

recluse. Observance of this type of enclosure required the acquisition of

property to assure sufficient r"r"rrr"r. But Clare realized that this was to call

irrto qrrlrtion San Damiano's distinctive character: its direct and vital link

with the Order of Friars Minor. To the extent that her community placed

itself under Rome's jurisdiction and became part of a religio promoted by

Rome, it could no longer be regarded as the women's branch of a single

Order of Friars Minor. Moreorir, th" care of the monastery by the friars

would be regulated by papal norms, as Gregory IX was to state explicitly in

Quo elongati.

Clare's resistance to Gregory IX's requests enabled her to obtain

the privilege of September 1228-which now, I repeat, makes sense' since it
gorir.t."i that San Damiano's distinctive character would be kept even as

It, ,r"pr."tion from the Friars Minor was being officially decreed' On the

other hand, Clare could not avoid the fact that from now on her monastery'

and the few ot}ers associated with it, would be listed among what we might

call Hugolino's monasteries. Proof of this is Cardinal Ralmaldus's circular

l"tt", oi August 18, 1228 to twenty-four monasteries, among which San

Damiano is mentioned first. In this letter the cardinal announced that he

had succeeded Gregory IX as curial "delegate" in the care of the nuns' and

'*For the events discussed here, see Alberzoni, "Chiara e il Papato"' 56-59'
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that he had appointed Brother Philip rhe Long to replace Brother pacificus
as visitator." Within a few years all the monasteries that had originated
through papal initiative were called the Order of San Damiano. But San
Damiano belonged to it only from a ,,juridic,, point of view. In fact, Clare
never did \^/ant to adopt this name for her community; she preferred the
name she would later consecrate in her Rule, the ,,Order of the poor
Sisters."'o Thus we are faced with the paradox of an Order named after a
monastery that does not recognize itselfas part ofthat very order.

At last, in 1228, Gregory IX could say that Clare,s community had
accepted the forzna aitae witten by him while he was papal legate in
Lombardy. He could also point to this emblematic community as an
example to those who might still be asking to conform their life to that of
the Friars Minor. We can understand the importance of this crucial year for
the story of Clare if we consider rhe letters written by Gregory IX in l23g
to Agnes of Prague: Angelis gaud.iam," mentioned above, and the earlier De
Cond.itoris omniuru (May 5)." In this second letter the pope for the first time

"Olig.r, "De origine regularum,,' 446: ,,Consequently and as a token of the
paternal solicitude for our daughters, we have favored the requests of Brother
Pacificus who is very devoted to God and to you. The burden [of being visitator]
seemed unbearable to him. Therefore, we have chosen our very dear friend, Brother
Philip, who will be designated as your visitator by a special mandate of the Supreme
Pontiff. Brother Philip is rooted in rhe innermost depth of our heart and is a

religious who fears God."

'oFontes,2292.

"BF I, 243: "...Clare and her sisters, having been given the privilege of
exemption by Pope Flonorius at our request, solemnly professed that Rule [of the
Order of San Damiano] which was composed with careful zeal and accepted by St.
Francis, and afterwards confirmed by the same Pope Honorius, our predecessor of
happy memory." Gregory IX does not say how much earlier it was rhat Clare had
accepted his rule; but his reference to t}re privilege of exemption seems to me an
imporant reason for situating the episode in the context of the events of 122g.

"BF I, z+z:'Just as we, glorying in the Lord, contemplate blessed Francis
as the mirror for our contemporaries.... Through the sign of the stigmara of our
Redeemer, which clearly appeared to many trustworthy people, he brought a great
increase of souls to the Son of thE eternal Father when he instituted three Orders
throughout the breadth of the world, in which the Almighty is glorified each day in
many \rays. For within, as if unwilling to be satisfied with the three branches seen by
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explicitly referred to Francis as the father of a threefold militia, composed of
"the Order of Friars Minor, the cloistered Sisters," and the penitents,,, a
militia which is an earthly reflection of the order of the Holy Trinity. Marco
Bartoli has shown how the Pope is proposing "an image of Francis as the
founder of three Orders" in order to endow these groups with ,,a spiritual
authority that only the figure of Francis would allow. In essence Gregory IX
apparendy called Francis the father of a women's congregation he himself
had founded."o'We must wonder whether Gregory IX's letters to Agnes of
Bohemia were dictated by a desire to add glory to the congregation or to
give a convincing rationale for what he had accomplished.

4. Besides what I have already said about the central role played by
the events of 1228 in the life of Clare and San Damiano, I would like to add
the interesting testimony of Thomas of Celano.*' In fact the official Legenda
of Francis was also written soon after his canonization, which took place in
July 1228. The work was expressly commissioned by Gregory IX. Much

Pharaoh's cupbearer before him in a dream, are designated associations of the
Orders of Friars Minor, of the cloistered Sisters, and of Penirents, which are
dedicated to the worship of the holy and undivided Trinity." This letter summarizes
the characteristic elements of the hagiography of St. Francis. The ways in which
Gregory refers to the person and work of Francis are worth noting. The more he
tries to prevent Francis's directions from being actually followed, the more he
presents himself as champion of the holiness of tle man from Assisi. In fact we might
say that he wishes to gain credence in the eyes of Agnes of Bohemia and her circle by
being recognized for his sincere devotion to Francis.

"It must be noted that here the papal chancery, whether willfi:lty or nor,
makes t.he mistake of referring to the women's communities said to have been
founded by Francis wittr the name normally used for Hugolino's nuns: the Order of
San Damiano. If Gregory's intention had been to retrace the stages in their history,
he should have referred to these religious as sorores m,inores. But by this time there
was probably a growing uneasiness about the sorores m.inores, on the part of the
Franciscan Order as well as at the Roman Curia.

''M. Bartoli, "Gregorio IX e il movimento penitenziale," in La "Supra
rnontern" di Niccolit IV (1289): genei e difusione di una regola, ed R. Pazzelli - L.
Temperini, Rome 1988 (= Analecta TOR20 [1988] 57-59).

"Fontes,293-95 (Haw Francis buih the church of St. Damian; and of the ffi of
tbe Ladies wbo dweh in that place). On this passage see Dalarun, La malaaoentura, 52-
61, where the author quotes a long and pertinent passage from G. Miccoli,
"Postfazione," inJ. Dalarun, Francesco: un pilssaggio, Rome 1995, 195-97.
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evidence suggests that it reflects the concerns and motives that lay behind
the Pope's action with respect to Clare's community at that time.

At the beginning of chapter VIII of the first part of the First Life,
the author is recounting Francis's involvement in the restoration of the
church of San Damiano. Suddenly-as Jacques Dalarun has noted-there is
a "break in the chronological order of events. This pause at San Damiano is

a bit surprising. It inspires him to anticipate the birth of the women's Order
and to sing its praises. The movement, however, is easy to understand.
Thomas, while mentioning the restoration of the church, automatically
thinks of the nuns living there at the time he is writing, namely 1228. It is a
free association of ideas."*' Regarding this very hypothesis Miccoli has

observed: "But I wonder if mere association of ideas is enough to explain
Thomas's introduction, at that point in his account, of a long digression on
Clare and the pauperes dorninae.... Thomas generally constructs the various
parts of his narrative with wisdom and insight, taking into account the many
needs his text must satisfiz.... In short, I do not think...his anticipations and

digressions normally result from casual writing. That is why I also think his
sudden out-of-sequence introduction of talk about Clare and the paaperes

doruinae may be seen as expedients based on very specific motives."o'
Giovanni Miccoli's hunch is confirmed if we relate it to the events discussed

above. Behind the hagiographer's words-which are meant to praise,
through Clare, San Damiano and the institutional role it had recently
assumed-the role of the commission emerges, sudden and overbearing:

This is the blessed and holy place where the glorious ,.ligion and most
excellent Order of Poor Ladies and poor virgins had its joyful origin, about
six years after the conversion of the blessed Francis and through that same

blessed man. The Lady Clare, a native of the city of Assisi, t}re most
precious and stongest stone of the whole structure, was its foundation.
For, after the beginning of the order of brothers, when the said lady was

converted to God through the counsel of the holy man, she lived for the
advantage of many and as an example to coundess others. She was of noble
Iineage, but she was more noble by grace; she was a virgin in body, most
chaste in mind; a youth in age, but mature in spirit. She was steadfast in
purpose and most eager in her desire for divine love; endowed with wisdom

t'Dalarun, La malaaaentura, 53.

o'Miccoli, 
"Postfazione," 19 5 -9 6.
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and excelling in humility; bright in name, brilliant by life, most brilliant by
character.*

This eulogy is as lofry as it is conventional. In absolutely
hagiographic tones it describes a model of feminine perfection.*' Certain
details permit us to detect two simultaneous presences. On the one hand,
there is Thomas, a sincere admirer of the life and experience of Clare; on
the other hand, there is Gregory IX, definitely more interested in praising
San Damiano than in praising Clare.*o In fact, there is a shift in the next part
of the narrative, foreshadowed in a way by the mention of Clare as the most
precious stone, a foundation for the other stones that are laid upon it: "A
noble structure of the most precious pearls arose above her, whose praise
comes not from men but from God, since our limited understanding is not
sufEcient to imagine it, nor our scanty vocabulary to utter it."" Thomas

*Fontes,294. Note that Thomas of Celano is somewhat imprecise about the
correct name of Clare and her sisters: "Order of Poor Ladies."

"This feature of the description has also been brought out by M. Bartoli,
"'Novitas clariana'. Chiara testimone di Francesco," in Chiara di Assisi, 166 "A
description all the more amazing...even if its tone is rather conventional. Thomas
seems to be filled more with admiration than concrete information about the tenor
of life at San Damiano, so much so that he ends up describing a traditional monastic
type of community."

4lhr''"This episode might be further evidence of the difficulties faced by
Thomas in writing his work, dif{iculties he proves able to overcome with mastery
and skill, as shown by Dalarun, La malaaaentura,ll9.

"Fontes,294. So far I have not gone into the merits of Niklaus Kuster's long
and sometimes involved arguments intended to demolish the conclusions of Werner
Maleczek (N. Kuster, "Das Armutsprivileg Innozenz' III. und das Klaras Testament:
Echt oder raffinierte Fllschungen?," in CF 66 119961 5-94). Since historical
reconstructions are based on a study of documents, not on sometimes chance

hlpotheses, although I find certain points of interest in Kuster's work, I do think it
worthwhile to dwell on the many passages tlat would need to be emended (those, of
course, that fall within my limited field of competence). The reference to Thomas of
Celano's First Lfe, suggested in part by my reading of Kuster's study, exemplifies our
major differences in method. Kuster proceeds to analyze the text by presupposing

that it refers to the religious of San Damiano = Damianites = Claresses. He is

unaware of the important difference betwen the community of Clare and those
founded by Hugolino. Consequendy he fails to see the nuances present in Thomas's
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continues by listing seven virtues that characterize the life of the
coinmunity. The central one-in fourth place-is "highest poverty."4 But
what is of more interest to us is the last part of the chapter, where the
biographer says:

For the moment let this suffice concerning these virgins dedicated to God
and the most devout servants of Christ, for their wondrous life and their
glorious institutions, which they have received from the Lord Pope

Gregory, at that time the Bishop of Ostia, requires a work of its own and
tle leisure in which to write it.

In other words, a special study and a separate work are needed.a'

Thus he tells us the origin of such a frank and lengthy eulogy: in this
second part of the passage Thomas was no longer recounting the life and

experience of Clare and San Damiano, but the motives informing the
communities of "virgins dedicated to God and the most devout servants of
Christ." They had received their formula aitae, r,ot from Francis (as Thomas
says earlier was the case with Clare), but from Cardinal Hugolino. This very
formal eulogy is not so much for the life or (especially) the rule followed at
San Damiano, which here serves just as the first stone and obvious link to
Francis's experience. The eulogy is for the monasteries of Hugolino, which
toward the end of the 1230s were beginning to be called the Order of San

Damiano.'" Through the legend Thomas was writing, which would

text. If the entire eulogy is addressed, not to Clare, but to Hugolino-Gregory IX's
nuns to whom the Pope was earnesdy trying to unite San Damiano, then the central

place occupied by poverty must no longer refer to Clare and San Damiano, but to
Hugolino's pauperes m.oniales inclasae whose defining mark was in fact poverty'

Reclusion would eventually make this impossible, but not until the 1230s.

48Kuster, "Das Armutsprivileg," 47-51; for his analysis of the text, the

author also refers to his later work, "Thomas von Celano und Klaras Armut in San

Damiano. Beitrag zu einer Neuinterpretation der beiden Franziskusviten und zur

Diskussion iiber den Verfasser der Klaralegende," in Wissenschaft und Weisheit 59

(tee6) 45-79.

*Fontes,295.

t"The letter quoted in n. 15 above represents a kind of watershed in the

development of Hugolino's plan, which would eventually involve tle assumption of a

new name. Written August 18, 1228 by Cardinal Ral,naldus, it was addressed to
twenty-four monasteries in order to inform them that the task of protecting them

and fostering their growth, once performed by Hugolino (now Gregory IX), had
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presumably circulate among men and women devoted to Francis as well as

among the various women's communities, Gregory IX meant to send a
definite message. Although Francis had been the initiator (and nothing
inorel) of the community of San Damiano, Gregory himself was the one

who had established the institutio gloriosa and was its lawgiver. This, then,

was an invitation to all the slrores ruinores to align themselves with
Hugolino's monasteries by following the example of San Damiano, which in
fact overshadows Hugolino's institute. On the other hand, we can also see

why Thomas breaks off his description in an apparently bmsque manner. As

he himself says, that is anotler story.

In the presence of this "other story" there rises the solitary yet
unwavering voice of Clare. Her "heir's slmdrome," as Emore Paoli has

rightly described it," seems to become increasingly stronger' In this critical
situation, Clare, San Damiano and the communities that went back to San

Damiano seem to find necessary comfort only in Brother Elias. He is the

link to their origins. Later events would amply serve to confirm this, for
during Elias's term of office, we can see a kind of alliance between Clare and

the minister general at the expense of the Pope's plan to "damianize" the

women's branch of the Franciscan Order.t'ln l228,less than two years after
Francis's death, this plan had its first major success.

passed to him. Moreover, Brother Philip was being named to replace Brother

Pacificus as visitator. In this letter-entided by a recent editor Cana cirathr del

cardenal Ra.inal.da a aeinticuatro monarterios de Clarisas (Exctitos,362), which is strange

to say the least-San Damiano is mentioned first. Moreover, the monasteries were

described simply x paupera monasteria ("poor monasteries" - the Spanish translation

in Ercritos is wrong), a sign that at that time no other common denominator existed

among the various experiences. Perhaps this explains the origin of that persistent

adjective altissirna paapertas, which Ovidio Capitani has so righdy stressed in the

course of the Round Table.

t'E. Paoli, "Introduzione" a Clarae Assisiensis Opwcula, in Fontex, 2247 .

t'I have collected ,o-. of the various pieces of evidence that show a

profound and manifold link between Elias, San Damiano and the communities

associated with Clare in "Chiara e il Papato," 69-89.


